WHITENING

Powerful,
Professional
Whitening.

TO GO!
No custom tray, no problem!
Opalescence Go ® is the perfect solution for a large demographic of
patients, especially those who don’t wish to have a custom tray fabricated
and want to whiten in just 15 minutes to an hour a day. It’s also a great
follow-up treatment for those patients who’ve had in-office whitening with
Opalescence Boost, and wish to touch up their smiles - or even as an inbetween solution for patients who are waiting for their custom trays to be

Take-Home

fabricated.

Patient with braces?
That’s no problem either. Opalescence
Go’s unique Ultra-Fit tray fits directly over
orthodontics, too.
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CLINICAL TECHNIQUE
As a prescription-strength alternative to OTC strips and paint-on
formulations, Opalescence Go is formulated to deliver dramatic
whitening results, but with patient comfort at the forefront. The UltraFit tray moulds with the heat of the mouth to provide a comfortable,
custom-like fit, and the whitening gel can easily be brushed away after
whitening.
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Available in 10% hydrogen peroxide (with wear times from 30-60
minutes) and 15% hydrogen peroxide (with wear times from 15-20
minutes). Mint flavour.

Opalescence® Go
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
10% and 15% hydrogen peroxide

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1

CONTAINS:
Potassium nitrate and fluoride

2

WEAR TIME:
10% 30-60
min/day
15% 15-20
min/day

INDICATIONS:
Professional whitening to go or
as an alternative to over-the-counter
products
FLAVOUR:
Mint

1. Remove from package
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Whitens more teeth at once!

2. Centre tray on arch

Unlike strips, Opalescence Go’s unique
disposable tray provides molar-to-molar
coverage, and the optimal gel quantity in
the pre-loaded tray ensures the gel comes
in contact with more posterior teeth.
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Potassium
Nitrate
3. Gently suck down on the tray
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5. Suck down or swallow again

Reduces
Sensitivity

4. Remove outer tray

+

Fluoride
For Tooth
Health

+

20% Water
Keeps Teeth
Hydrated
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6. Wear 10% for 30-60 minutes per day or
15% for 15-20 minutes per day

OPALESCENCE GO SINGLE PATIENT KIT
10 upper and 10 lower trays
Mint 10% HP
Mint 15% HP

704630
704633

OPALESCENCE GO 6-PACK
6 patient kits
Mint 10% HP
Mint 15% HP

704635
704638

SAMPLE TOWER
20 ready-to-go 10% sample trays

704901
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